








Mortgage
Lending 
Product Suite

Certified
Credit

In today’s fast-paced mortgage lending market, you need a partner you can count on to help you gain a 
competitive advantage. Certified Credit is that kind of partner. We offer more than just a score. We provide 
powerful analytics backed by considerable industry expertise to assist you in identifying and capitalizing on 
opportunities, enhancing decision making, and improving profitability.

Using a state-of-the-art technology platform, Certified Credit equips you with industry-leading solutions for every 
step of the lending life cycle, enabling you to move your clients quickly and confidently from applicants to 
homeowners.  

Say “Yes”  With Confidence

Get a clear, comprehensive view of 
your applicant in a customizable 
format that’s easy to interpret.

Mortgage 
Credit Reports

Tri-Merge Report
Pre-Qualification Soft Pull Report
Mortgage Only Report
Mortgage Comparison Report
Certified Smart Pay Report
Business Credit Report

Ensure compliance with Fannie and 
Freddie underwriting standards.

Underwriting 
Compliance Tools

Truth-in-Lending Disclosure
Letter of Explanation
Risk-Based Pricing Notice
Refresh Credit Report
Undisclosed Debt Monitoring

Approve more prospects, qualify 
them for a better offer, and close 
more loans.

Score 
Improvement Tools

Rapid Rescore
CreditXpert® Credit Assure
CreditXpert® Wayfinder
CreditXpert® What-If Simulator



Convert applicants to borrowers 
while protecting your bottom line.

Third-Party 
Verification Services

Cascade™ VOE
Day 1 Certainty™
Instant Asset Verification
The Work Number
Verification of Employment
Verification of Income
Verification of Mortgage
Verification of Deposit
Verification of Assets
Verification of Rent
Verification of Insurance

Preserve your client base, ensure the 
health of your portfolio, and generate 
new business.

Client Acquisition &
Retention Services

Predictive Lead Generation
Cascade™ Alerts Suite
In-The-Market Alerts
Portfolio Review
The Work Number Alerts
MERS Alerts
Forbearance Monitoring
Forbearance Alerts

At Certified Credit, we deliver more than just a score. 

We provide industry-leading information and 

analytics with the expertise and technology you can 

rely on to fuel your business.

More Than Just 
a Score.

As a woman-owned (WBENC Certified) and 

Dodd-Frank Section 342 Vendor, Certified Credit has 

a true commitment to diversity and inclusion. 

We are proud that our unique makeup offers fresh 

perspectives and novel solutions that will help you 

reach the emerging and diverse markets of the 

future.

Diversity and
People Focused

Certified
Credit

Reduce underwriting risk, prevent 
fraud and protect your portfolio.

Fraud & Risk 
Mitigation Services

ADV-120 Fraud Report
Wire Transfer Fraud Report
Liens & Judgment Report
Undisclosed Debt Monitoring
4506-C Tax Transcripts
SSA-89 Verification
MERS Reports
Mortgage Participation Report
ID Risk Review
Flex ID Smart Select Shield
Portfolio Review

800-769-7615

sales@certifiedcredit.com

www.certifiedcredit.com



Certified
Credit

CascadeAlerts 

Mortgage
Inquiries

Select from daily, weekly, or monthly consumer 
file uploads.  Fully customize alert delivery using 
SMS/Text, Secure Email, API, or SFTP.  Custom 
Management Reporting is also available.

Offers 
Complete Flexibility 

In the high-stakes mortgage business, borrower retention is the name of the game. It costs more money to find 
new customers than to retain existing ones. Protect the valuable customer relationships you’ve worked so hard to 
build with Cascade Alerts – Mortgage Inquiries. We scan your customer database and compare it to consumers 
who are in the market to refinance or purchase. No firm offer of credit is required.

Invest in keeping your most 
valuable applicants

Solidify the relationship you have with your 
borrowers by anticipating their needs and 
delivering just-in-time solutions.

Builds
Loyalty

Proactively prevent costly early payoffs by 
quickly identifying borrowers who are 
considering a refinance or ensure you’re 
positioned to assist with a new purchase. 
Cascade Alerts – Mortgage Inquiries allow 
you to spot the signs and reach out to 
valued customers and prospects before 
your competitors seal the deal.

Mitigates 
Financial Risk 

This compliant, cost-effective solution pays for 
itself by keeping your most valuable borrowers 
coming back to you, improving bottom line 
results. Try it risk free for one month.

Delivers 
Excellent ROI 

Get in TouchMore Than Just a Score
At Certified Credit, we deliver more than 
just a score. We provide industry-leading 
information and analytics with the 
expertise and technology you can rely on 
to fuel your business.

800-769-7615

sales@certifiedcredit.com

www.certifiedcredit.com
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Certified
Credit

Cascade 
VOE 

TM

Multi-level cascade increases the hit rate over 
manual verifications, freeing you up to focus on 
closing more loans in less time.

Saves 
Time  

Documented process conforms to secondary 
market guidelines and LQI standards, reducing 
repurchase risk. 

Improves 
Compliance 

Dramatically improve efficiency, save time, and reduce costs involved with verification of employment and income 
with Certified Credit’s Cascade VOE. This unique solution employs a rules-based engine to control the flow of 
vendor ordering, providing consistency and allowing you to cut processing time while maintaining loan quality. 

Avoid the hassles and inconsistencies 
of manual verifications

One-time ordering reduces need to track 
multiple vendors, minimizing workflow 
interruptions.

Enhances 
Efficiency 

Pay only if Cascade returns a hit which saves you 
and your customers money.

Reduces 
Costs 

Customizable set up puts you in complete 
control, allowing you to increase the number of 
vendors you use and the order in which you use 
them.

Provides 
Flexibility 

Get in TouchMore Than Just a Score
At Certified Credit, we deliver more than 
just a score. We provide industry-leading 
information and analytics with the 
expertise and technology you can rely on 
to fuel your business.

Database
Providers 

Consumer
Permissioned

Providers 

Manual 

800-769-7615

sales@certifiedcredit.com

www.certifiedcredit.com



Certified
Credit

Prequalification  

Hassle-free integration seamlessly incorporates 
the information into your existing LOS and 
workflow to speed the approval process. 
Cascade functionality reduces workflow 
interruption and helps to streamline your 
operation.

Improves 
Efficiency 

Full bureau file gives you a complete picture of 
your prospective borrower’s credit history, 
leading to better decisions and reduced risk.

Enhances 
Decision Making 

Certified Credit’s Pre-Qualification Soft Pull Report is the go-to solution for pre-qualifying prospects in less time 
and for less money. Incorporating information from one, two or all three bureaus, this soft pull report helps you say 
“yes” with confidence and quickly turn leads into clients. 

Move them one step 
closer to their dream

Choose from a low-cost single bureau option or 
a two- or three-bureau merged file, all with no 
credit impact. 

Offers Maximum 
Flexibility

Instant results allow you to approve loans more 
quickly and match applicants to the loan options 
that are right for them, all with no impact to their 
credit.

Boosts 
Approval Rates 

Pre-qualification enables you to affordably 
identify potential issues upfront before the 
application process begins.

Saves Time 
& Money

Eliminates triggers to help prevent you from 
losing potential borrowers to competitors.

Reduces 
Fall Out 

Get in TouchMore Than Just a Score
At Certified Credit, we deliver more than 
just a score. We provide industry-leading 
information and analytics with the 
expertise and technology you can rely on 
to fuel your business.

Soft Inquiry
Credit Report

800-769-7615

sales@certifiedcredit.com

www.certifiedcredit.com
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